
 
 

Attachment (4) PPI Response-Amend 0004 
 

NO Reference  Question Government Response  

1 
SF1449, Page 
18 

Is there any forms for the bidder’s previous 
experience?   
Is it possible to pick up one experience 
from cleaning, painting, or architecture?  
Or is it possible to submit several different 
experiences all put together? 

No, bidders shall use their own format.  
Bidders shall decide the number and type of project as a 
past experience.   

2 

ELIN A001AA Des the emergency response include the 
cost of parts or is it possible to charge 
separately? 
 

See PWS Item 3.1 and 3.1.1 of Sub-annex 1502000. The 
price shall include the cost of parts.  Liability limit is 
¥40,000 or 40 labor hours.  When the cost of service 
order work exceeds the liability limit, the Government 
may issue Non-recurring work orders for the amount 
exceeding the liability limit.  

3 
Atch J-
1502000-8 

It seems that there are many discontinued 
products, but is there the latest warranty? 
 

No.  When the products are no longer available at the 
market, provide the products that are equivalent or better 
quality than the existing ones.  

4 

ELIN A705AF Is floor stripping necessary if the floor is 
very dirty?  If yes, is it charged separately 
by ELIN A705AF? 

Yes. Old wax shall be stripped off with no additional 
cost to the Government.  Do not wax on the dirty 
surface.  See PWS Spec Item 4.2.2 of Sub-annex 
1503010.  

5 

ELIN A701AA 
through 
A701AC 

Is rewaxing necessary all of the room?  If 
yes, is rewaxing including in COM work 
(ELIN A701AA through A701AC) or in 
cleaning work (ELIN A705AA through 
A705AD)? 

Yes.  Floor stripping and rewaxing shall be performed to 
all the resilient floors.  Rewaxing is included in ELIN 
X705AA through X705AD Whole Unit Cleaning.  
Partial rewaxing will be order by ELIN X705AF Floor 
Stripping and Rewaxing.  See PWS Spec Item 4.1 and 
4.2.2 of Sub-annex 1503010. 

6 

SF1449, Page 
19 

Refrigerant freon handling technician is 
included refrigerant recovery technician 
now.  Is it possible to submit only 
refrigerant freon handling technician’s 
qualification? 

Yes.  Per PWS Spec Item 2.2.1 of Sub-annex 1502000, 
personnel shall have either Refrigerant Freon Handling 
Technician or Refrigerant Recovery Technician for 
refrigerant recovery work.  

7 
ELIN A001AA Is there a maximum amount for ELIN item 

A001AA? 
Yes.  Number of service order is limited to 200 orders 
during one-year performance period.  See PWS Spec 
Item 3.1 of Sub-annex 1502000. 

8 

ELIN A706AA 
and A706AB 

When odes ELIN items A706AA and 
A706AB apply? 

ELIN 706 Unit Priced Labor (UPL) Work is utilized to 
accomplish a task not required by the priced ELIN 001 
and 701 through 705.  See PWS Spec Item 2.15.2 of 
Annex 2.  

 


